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Abstract A study of Christianity that is understood not only from doctrine or theory but also from a social

context is needed today. Many studies are being conducted from this point of view as part of a
project carried out by the Japanese Association for the Study of Religion and Society. However,
most of these studies pertain to Japanese or Korean Christianity. From the East Asian study
perspective, there is presently a need for studies on the Chinese people. Therefore, I take
Christianity in Taiwan as an example. In 2005, there were some 903,451 Christians in Taiwan.
Christianity is secondary to Daoism (about 7,600,000) and Buddhism (about 5,486,000). As of
2007, the population of Taiwan is 22,900,000; therefore, the percentage of Christianity is
approximately 4%. The churches that have over 10,000 members are The Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan (台灣基督長老教會222,381), Little Flock (召會99,374), True Jesus Church
(真耶〓教会70,618), Bread of Life Christian Church in Taipei (台北靈糧堂33,132), Chinese Baptist
Convention (中華基督教浸信會聯會26,205), Taiwan Lutheran Church (台灣信義會13,732), and
Taiwan Holiness Church (台灣聖教會11,582). So I analyze Christianity in Taiwan, using the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taiwan Holiness Church, True Jesus Church, and Little Flock as
examples. I present Christianity for a conclusion that is being constructed in a relation between
Taiwanese folk religion and Christianity under the trend of globalization. Moreover, I present a new
perspective on the study of religion in Taiwan.
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